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Abstract
We consider a problem of colouring the vertices of a graph, using the integers for colours.
For each vertex v there is a given number wv of colours which must be assigned to v. Distinct
colours assigned to a given vertex must dier by at least k0, and colours assigned to adjacent
vertices must dier by at least k1. The objective is to minimise the dierence between the greatest
and smallest colour used for the assignment. This problem is motivated by frequency spectrum
management. We introduce fast algorithms for bipartite graphs which nd optimal assignments
if k0 is a multiple of k1 or if k0>3k1. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and denitions
A basic problem in frequency spectrum management is to assign sets of frequency
bands to transmitters so as to avoid unacceptable interference, while using the smallest
possible portion of the spectrum. The number of bands demanded at a transmitter may
vary between transmitters. The available bands are evenly spaced in some part of the
spectrum. This and related problems can be translated into graph colouring problems
[5,6] where the transmitter locations correspond to vertices of a graph.
We assume that two conditions are sucient to ensure that the signal-to-noise ratio
is acceptable: two distinct frequencies assigned to a transmitter have to be at least k0
apart, and two frequencies assigned to nearby transmitters have to be at least k1 apart.
It is natural to assume that k0>k1 since the closer the transmitter locations are the
greater the interference. This yields the following denitions. Suppose we are given a
graph G = (V; E), a weight-vector w2NV , a co-site separation k0 and a distance-one
separation k1, where k0 and k1 are non-negative integers, with k0>k1. For a set X ,
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let P(X ) denote the power set of X , and let the available colours be 0; 1; 2; : : : . An
assignment f :V ! P(f0; 1; : : : ; tg) is called t-bounded. It is (k0; k1)-feasible if the
following conditions hold:
(C1) for each vertex v2V; jf(v)j equals the weight wv at v;
(C2) for each vertex v2V and distinct colours c1; c2 2f(v); jc1 − c2j>k0;
(C3) for every edge (u; v)2E and any two colours c1 2f(u); c2 2f(v); jc1− c2j>k1.
We call Condition (C2) the co-site constraint and Condition (C3) the distance-one
constraint. The span spank0 ; k1 (G;w) of a graph G with weight vector w2NV is the
least integer t for which a t-bounded (k0; k1)-feasible assignment exists. A (k0; k1)-
feasible assignment achieving this value is called optimal.
In this article we are interested in nding optimal assignments when the underlying
graph G is bipartite. The problem of determining spank0 ; k1 (G;w) is NP-hard for general
graphs since one may determine the chromatic number (G) of a graph G by setting
wv=1 for all vertices v2V and evaluating span1;1(G;w)+1. The problem of deciding
whether (G) = 3 is NP-complete even for planar graphs of maximum degree 4 [2].
In Section 2 we shall derive bounds for spank0 ; k1 (G;w) and introduce some scaling
results, which hold for any graph, not necessarily bipartite. In particular we show
that for any graph G with weight vector w, and for any integer i; spanik0 ; ik1 (G;w) =
i spank0 ; k1 (G;w).
In the remaining sections we restrict our attention to bipartite graphs. Observe that
span1;1(G;w)+1=(Gw) where Gw is the graph obtained by replacing each vertex v of
G by a clique with wv vertices. If G is perfect, then so is this auxiliary graph Gw [7].
Thus Gw can be coloured in polynomial time [4]. In particular, since bipartite graphs are
perfect, there is an algorithm which nds an optimal assignment in time polynomial
in jV j and wmax where wmax denotes the maximum weight over all vertices. Also,
span1;1(G;w) + 1 is equal to the maximum clique size of Gw which is the maximum
of wu + wv over all edges (u; v) of G (assuming there are no isolated vertices). This
can be computed in linear time.
In Section 3 we derive a faster algorithm to nd span1;1(G;w)-bounded assignments
(and by the results of Section 2 spank0 ; k0 (G;w)-bounded assignments) for bipartite
graphs. This algorithm runs in O(jEj+ jV jwmax) time. We also discuss bounds on the
value for the case k1< 2k0.
In Section 4 we consider span2;1(G;w) for bipartite graphs G=(V1[V2; E). By using
the colours 0; 2; : : : ; 2wmax−2 for the vertices of V1, and the colours 1; 3; : : : ; 2wmax−1
for the vertices of V2, one obtains a (2wmax−1)-bounded (2; 1)-feasible assignment. On
the other hand, by considering a vertex of maximum weight, we see that span2;1(G;w)>
2wmax − 2. Therefore span2;1(G;w) equals either 2wmax − 1 or 2wmax − 2. We show
that we can determine which of these values is correct and compute a corresponding
optimal assignment in O(jEj+ jV jwmax) time. The results of Section 2 imply that we
can actually use this algorithm provided k0 = 2k1.
In Section 5 sucient conditions are given for spank0 ; k1 (G;w) to equal the lower
bound derived in Section 2, if k0> 2k1. One can show that the sucient conditions
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are in some cases also necessary [3]. We introduce algorithms which achieve the lower
bound. For the case k0>3k1 this yields an algorithm constructing an optimal assignment
in O(jEj+ jV jwmax) time, and the value of spank0 ; k1 (G;w) can be determined in O(jEj)
time.
Without loss of generality, we assume throughout that the underlying graph is con-
nected. For the remainder, we use span for spank0 ; k1 (G;w) if it is unambiguous which
values of k0; k1 and which graph G with weight vector w we refer to. A feasible assign-
ment is sometimes called a colouring. We assume that arithmetic operations involving
numbers polynomial in jV j; jEj; wmax; k0; and k1 take constant time.
2. Preliminary results
For any weighted graph G with weight-vector w; spank0 ; k1 (G;w) is at least (wmax −
1)k0 since any vertex of maximum weight needs to be coloured with wmax colours
which have to dier by at least k0. If k0>(G)k1, we can divide the vertex set into (G)
independent sets and colour a vertex belonging to the ith independent set, i=1; : : : ; (G),
with the colours
(i − 1)k1; k0 + (i − 1)k1; : : : ; (wv − 1)k0 + (i − 1)k1:
This yields a (k0; k1)-feasible assignment, and therefore span6(wmax − 1)k0 +
((G)− 1)k1.
If k06(G)k1, we can again divide the vertices into (G) independent sets, but now
assign the colours
(i − 1)k1; (G)k1 + (i − 1)k1; : : : ; (wv − 1)(G)k1 + (i − 1)k1
to each vertex v which belongs to the ith independent set. This yields a (k0; k1)-feasible
assignment, and hence span6(wmax−1)(G)k1+((G)−1)k1. Summing up the previous
paragraph we generate the following inequalities:
(wmax − 1)k06spank0 ; k1 (G;w); (1)
spank0 ; k1 (G;w)6(wmax − 1)k0 + ((G)− 1)k1 if k0>(G)k1; (2)
spank0 ; k1 (G;w)6(wmax − 1)(G)k1 + ((G)− 1)k1 if k06(G)k1: (3)
By means of the next lemma one may derive a new feasible assignment from a given
one.
Lemma 1. Given a t-bounded (a; b)-feasible assignment of a graph G = (V; E); and
positive integers c; d with d6bc=a; one can nd a btc=ac-bounded (c; d)-feasible as-
signment in O(jV jwmax) time.
Proof. Let f be a t-bounded (a; b)-feasible assignment. Consider the assignment
f1 :V ! P(f0; 1; : : : ; btc=acg) which is dened by f1(v) = fbc1c=ac; : : : ; bcmc=acg for
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each vertex v2V where fc1; : : : ; cmg = f(v). This assignment is (c; d)-feasible since












− 1 = jc1 − c2j ca − 1>a
c
a
− 1 = c − 1;
and so jbc1c=ac−bc2c=acj>c; and for two colours bc1c=ac 2f1(u) and bc2c=ac 2f1(v)

















To construct a (c; d)-feasible assignment if one is given an (a; b)-feasible assignment
one has to consider each vertex exactly once and change the wv colours assigned to it.
Hence one needs O(
P
v2 V wv) time to convert the assignment.
The following corollary describes the scaling result mentioned in the introduction. It
implies for example that not all values between the bounds derived above have to be
considered for an optimal assignment.
Corollary 2. For any integer i; any graph G and any weight-vector w2NV , we have
spanik0 ; ik1 (G;w) = i spank0 ; k1 (G;w).
Proof. By setting a = k0; b = k1; c = ik0 and d = ik1 in Lemma 1 one deduces that
spanik0 ; ik1 (G;w)6i spank0 ; k1 (G;w), and by setting a = ik0; b = ik1; c = k0 and d = k1
one deduces that spanik0 ; ik1 (G;w)>i spank0 ; k1 (G;w).
3. The case: k16k0 < 2k1
For an edge (u; v) of a weighted graph (G;w) with wu<wv, let eck0 ; k1 ((u; v)) =
(wv − wu − 1)k0 + 2wuk1 and for an edge (u; v) with wu = wv, let eck0 ; k1 ((u; v)) =
(2wu − 1)k1. (Here ec stands for ‘edge constraint’.) By considering the wu + wv − 1
gaps between the colours assigned to u and v in a (k0; k1)-feasible assignment, we see
that eck0 ; k1 ((u; v))6spank0 ; k1 (G;w) if k16k0. Thus we have shown the lower bound on
the span in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let G=(V; E) be a non-empty weighted bipartite graph with weight-vector
w. If k16k0< 2k1; then
max
(u;v)2 E
eck0 ; k1 ((u; v))6spank0 ; k1 (G;w)6 max(u;v)2 E
eck0 ; k1 ((u; v)) + (k0 − k1):
Moreover; an assignment satisfying the upper bound can be found in O(jEj+ jV jwmax)
time.
Corollary 4. Let G = (V; E) be a non-empty weighted bipartite graph with weight
vector w. If k1=k0; then span=max(u;v)2 E(wu+wv−1)k0; and an optimal assignment
can be found in O(jEj+ jV jwmax) time.
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Fig. 1. A weighted bipartite graph with its labelling (in rectangles) as described in the Proof of Theorem 3
when k0 = 3 and k1 = 2.
Proof. In this case the bounds in Theorem 3 coincide, and eck0 ; k0 ((u; v))= (wu+wv−
1)k0 for every edge (u; v).
Proof of Theorem 3. We construct an assignment for the vertices of a weighted bi-
partite graph G = (V1 [ V2; E) which uses the non-negative integers up to the upper
bound. Let nv be the maximum weight over all vertices adjacent to v. We assign to a
vertex v2V1 the colours
0; 2k1; : : : ; 2(minfnv; wvg − 1)k1;
and if wv − nv > 0 in addition the colours
2nvk1; k0 + 2nvk1; : : : ; (wv − nv − 1)k0 + 2nvk1:
To a vertex v2V2 we assign the colours
k1; 3k1; : : : ; (2minfnv; wvg − 1)k1;
and if wv − nv > 0, additionally the colours
k0 + (2nv − 1)k1; 2k0 + (2nv − 1)k1; : : : ; (wv − nv)k0 + (2nv − 1)k1:
For an example of such an assignment when k0 = 3 and k1 = 2, see Fig. 1.
One easily veries that this assignment is (k0; k1)-feasible if one takes into account
that k062k1.
Let t be the biggest colour occurring in this assignment, at vertex v, say, so that
wv>wu for each neighbour u of v. Let u be a vertex adjacent to v such that wu = nv.
If v2V1, then t=(wv−wu−1)k0 +2wuk1 =eck0 ; k1 ((u; v)), and if v2V2, then t=(wv−
wu)k0 + (2wu − 1)k1 = eck0 ; k1 ((u; v)) + (k0 − k1).
The running time can be calculated as follows. For each vertex v we have to deter-
mine the maximum weight over all its neighbours, which can be done in O(d(v)) time
where d(v) is the number of neighbours of v. Since we consider each vertex with all
its neighbours exactly once and assign wv colours to it, the running time is bounded
by O(jEj+ jV jwmax).
Remark 5. The lower bound on span described in Theorem 3 holds for all graphs, not
necessarily bipartite, if k0>k1.
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4. The case: k0 = 2k1
In this section we see how to nd optimal assignments when k0=2k1. By Corollary 2
it is sucient to consider the case k0 = 2; k1 = 1. The discussion in the introduction
showed that span2;1(G;w) equals either 2wmax − 1 or 2wmax − 2 (see also Inequalities
(1) and (2)). We start by describing a necessary condition for span2;1(G;w) to equal
2wmax − 2.
Consider a self-avoiding path P: v0; : : : ; vr+1 of odd length (i.e., P has an odd number
of edges and therefore r is even) where the terminal vertices v0 and vr+1 have weight
wmax, and the internal vertices have weight strictly less than wmax. Such a path is called
critical. To colour a critical path P: v0; : : : ; vr+1 with colours 0; 1; 2; : : : ; 2wmax − 2 one
must use the wmax colours 0; 2; : : : ; 2wmax − 2 for the vertices v0 and vr+1. Thus none
of these colours can be used for v1 or vr . In addition, two adjacent vertices cannot be
coloured with the same colour. This implies that one can use the wmax even colours at
most (r−2)=2 times for the internal vertices of the path, and the wmax−1 odd colours
at most r=2 times.
In summary, if G has a (2wmax − 2)-bounded (2; 1)-feasible assignment, then
rX
i=1
wvi6(wmax − 1)r=2 + wmax(r=2− 1) = (r − 1)wmax − r=2 (4)
for every critical path P: v0; : : : ; vr+1 of G.
The following theorem states that the condition on critical paths is also sucient.
Theorem 6. Let G=(V; E) be a weighted bipartite graph with weight-vector w. Then
span2;1(G;w) = 2wmax − 2 or 2wmax − 1; and it equals 2wmax − 2 if and only if; for
each induced critical path P: v0; : : : ; vr+1 we have
Pr
i=1 wvi6(r − 1)wmax − r=2.
Moreover; an optimal (2; 1)-feasible assignment can be found in O(jEj+ jV jwmax)
time; and span can be determined in O(jEj+ jV jplogwmax) time.
Corollary 7. Let G = (V; E) be a weighted bipartite graph with weight vector w. If
k0 = 2k1; then spank0 ; k1 (G;w) equals either (wmax − 1)k0 or (wmax − 1)k0 + k1; and it
equals (wmax − 1)k0 if and only if; for each induced critical path P: v0; : : : ; vr+1 we
have
Pr
i=1 wvi6(r − 1)wmax − r=2.
Moreover; an optimal (k0; k1)-feasible assignment can be found in O(jEj+ jV jwmax)
time; and span can be determined in O(jEj+ jV jplogwmax) time.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 6 and Corollary 2.
Proof of Theorem 6. We saw at the beginning of this section that the condition on crit-
ical paths is necessary. Furthermore, a (2; 1)-feasible (2wmax − 1)-bounded assignment
was constructed before (2). One easily veries that this construction takes O(jV jwmax)
time. In the following subsections we will show that the condition on critical paths is
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also sucient by means of an algorithm which either nds a (2; 1)-feasible colouring
or nds a critical path violating the condition.
4.1. Algorithm
In this subsection an algorithm is introduced which nds, for a bipartite graph
G = (V1 [ V2; E) with a weight vector w, either a lower-bound colouring, that is a
(2; 1)-feasible assignment using the colours 0; 1; : : : ; 2(wmax−1), or a certicate that no
such colouring exists.
We may assume without loss of generality that there is at least one vertex of weight
wmax in V1 since otherwise we can interchange V1 and V2. Moreover, we may assume
that there exists exactly one vertex of weight wmax in the set V1 since all vertices of
weight wmax have to be coloured with the colours 0; 2; : : : ; 2wmax−2 in any lower-bound
colouring. Hence we may combine all vertices of maximum weight in V1 to a single
vertex, say s. The set of all vertices of weight wmax in V2 is denoted by B2.
The algorithm colours a vertex v with an interval Iv of the cyclic order
0; 2; : : : ; 2wmax − 2; 1; 3; : : : ; 2wmax − 3:
The vertex s of maximum weight in V1 is (necessarily) coloured with the interval
Is = (0; 2; : : : ; 2wmax − 2). The idea is that when we come to colour any other vertex
u2V1, we use an interval Iu which consists of as many odd colours as possible; and
when we come to colour a vertex v2V2, we use an interval Iv which consists of as
many even colours as possible.
If, for example, the graph G is a path, which is moreover a critical path with vertices
v0; : : : ; vr+1 where v0 = s2V1, then the algorithm uses the colours in the cyclic order
starting with 0 to colour the vertices v0; : : : ; vr+1 until a vertex vi, i odd, is assigned only
even colours or a vertex vj, j even, is assigned only odd colours. Then the algorithm
alternately uses even and odd colours.
It turns out that this colouring is either (2; 1)-feasible, i.e. Iv \ Iu= ; for every edge
(u; v) and Iv=(0; 2; : : : ; 2wmax−2) for every vertex of maximum weight, or there exists
a critical path P: v0; : : : ; vr+1 violating (4).
The algorithm consists of two procedures. The rst procedure, called Potential, either
detects a critical path which cannot be coloured with 2wmax − 2 colours, or nds a
potential. Here, a potential is a non-negative integer-valued function mapping each
vertex v of G to p(v) such that
(P1) p(u) = 0 for all u2V1 with wu = wmax,
(P2) p(v)>wmax for all v2V2 with wv = wmax,
(P3) p(v)− p(u) + wu6wmax for all (u; v)2E, u2V1 with p(u)<wmax,
(P4) p(u)− p(v) + wv6wmax − 1 for all (u; v)2E; v2V2, with p(v)<wmax.
A potential indicates the positions of the intervals of the cyclic order used to colour the
vertices. (P1) and (P2) will ensure that the vertices of maximum demand are coloured
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with the colours 0; 2; : : : ; 2wmax−2, and (P3) and (P4) will ensure that adjacent vertices
are coloured with disjoint colour sets.
The procedure Potential gives every vertex u of V1 the cost c(u)=wmax−wu, every
vertex v of V2 nB2 the cost c(v)=wmax−1−wv, and every vertex of B2 zero cost. The
graph together with these costs is given to a cheapest-paths procedure which calculates
for each vertex v2V the cost p(v) of a cheapest path from s to v. Here, the cost of
a path is the sum of the costs of its internal vertices. As we shall see in Section 4.3
one may use any algorithm which nds the shortest paths in a directed graph from a
distinguished vertex to all other vertices with respect to arc lengths in order to calculate
the costs of the cheapest paths. It turns out that, if p(v)<wmax for some vertex v in
B2, then no lower-bound solution exists, and otherwise the values p(v), v2V1 [ V2
form a potential.
The second procedure, called Colour, nds a (2; 1)-feasible assignment for the ver-
tices of a weighted bipartite graph G using the non-negative numbers up to 2(wmax−1)
if it is given a potential p and the graph G.
Let C0 = f0; 2; : : : ; 2wmax − 2g, and let C1 = f1; 3; : : : ; 2wmax − 3g. For a vertex v,
we denote minfwv; p(v)g by tv. Every vertex u in V1 is coloured with as many big
colours of the set C1 as its potential p(u) allows or as it needs, i.e. with the tu
colours 2wmax − 3; 2wmax − 5; : : : ; 2(wmax − tu) − 1. If the weight of the vertex is
not yet satised, the wu − tu smallest colours of the set C0 are additionally assigned
to u. For a vertex v2V2, the procedure uses the tv biggest colours of the set C0,
and if wv> tv, additionally the smallest wv − tv colours of the set C1 to colour the
vertex.
For a formal description see Table 1 and for an example see Figs. 2{4.
4.2. Correctness of the algorithm
We show the correctness of the algorithm by means of two lemmas.
Lemma 8. Let G be a bipartite graph with a weight at each vertex. The procedure
Colour(G;p) determines a (2; 1)-feasible assignment for G using only the colours
0; 1; : : : ; 2wmax − 2 if p is a potential for G.
Proof. Let C(v) denote the set of colours assigned by the procedure Colour to vertex
v. It is easily veried that jC(v)j=wv for any vertex v2V , and that only non-negative
integers up to 2wmax− 2 are used. If C(v)C0 or C(v)C1, then the co-site constraint
is satised since neither C0 nor C1 contains two consecutive integers. So suppose
C(v) * C0 and C(v) * C1. Then wv<wmax by (P1) and (P2), and we can write
C(v) = fa1; : : : ; as; b1; : : : ; btg where s+ t = wv, ai = ai−1 + 2 if 26i6s, bj = bj−1 + 2
if 26j6t, and bt − a1 = 2wmax − 3. It follows that
b1 − as = 2wmax − 3− 2(wv − 2) = 2(wmax − wv) + 1> 2;
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Table 1
Algorithm nding a lower-bound colouring or a certicate that no such colouring exists
p; c: Array of INTEGERS
G = (V1 [ V2; E): weighted bipartite graph with weight vector w,
and unique vertex s of maximum weight in V1
Potential(G; p), Colour(G; p).
procedure Cheapest paths(G = (V; E), c, s2V ):Array of INTEGERS
Finds the cost of a cheapest path from s to all other vertices in G.
Here, the cost of a path is the sum of the costs c of its internal vertices.
procedure Potential(G = (V1 [ V2; E),VAR p: Array of INTEGERS)
Set B2:=fv2V2 : wv = wmaxg.
for all v2V1 do c[v]:=wmax − wv.
for all v2V2 n B2 do c[v]:=wmax − 1− wv.
for all v2B2 do c[v]:=0.
p=Cheapest paths(G; c; r)
for all v2B2 do
if p[v]<wmax
then RETURN(No lower-bound colouring exists).
procedure Colour(G = (V1 [ V2; E), p=Array of INTEGERS)
for all v2V1 [ V2 do
tv:=minfwv; p[v]g
if v2V1
then assign 2wmax − 3; 2wmax − 5; : : : ; 2(wmax − tv)− 1 to v
if wv − tv > 0
then additionally assign the colours 0; 2; : : : ; 2(wv − tv − 1) to v
else assign 2(wmax − 1); 2(wmax − 2); : : : ; 2(wmax − tv) to v (v2V2 )
if wv − tv > 0
then additionally assign the colours 1; 3; : : : ; 2(wv − tv)− 1 to v.
and therefore C(v) does not contain two consecutive integers. Thus the co-site con-
straint is always satised.
We will now verify that the distance-one constraint is satised for every edge (u; v)
with u2V1. Suppose rst that C(u)\C(v)\C0 6= ;. Then tu =p(u)<wu6wmax and
2(wu−p(u)−1)2C(u)\C(v), which means that wu−p(u)−1>wmax−tv>wmax−p(v).
Thus p(v)− p(u) + wu>wmax + 1, which contradicts (P3).
Suppose nally that C(u) \ C(v) \ C1 6= ;. Then tv = p(v)<wv6wmax and
2(wv−p(v))− 12C(u)\C(v), which means that wv−p(v)>wmax− tu>wmax−p(u).
Thus p(u)− p(v) + wv>wmax, which contradicts (P4).
Lemma 9. The procedure Potential (G;p) nds either a potential p for the weighted
bipartite graph G or determines that no (2; 1)-feasible colouring for G can exist.
Proof. First, assume that the procedure Potential does not determine that no lower-bound
solution exists. We shall prove that (P1){(P4) are fullled by p.
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Fig. 2. A weighted bipartite graph, with costs c in squares.
Fig. 3. The potentials in squares.
(P1) and (P2). Since the vertex s2V1 of maximum weight has cost c(s)=0, p(s)=
c(s)=0. For each vertex v2B2, p(v)>wmax since otherwise the procedure reports that
no lower-bound solution exists.
(P3). Let u2V1 be a vertex with p(u)<wmax. For all neighbours v of u,
p(v)6p(u)+ c(u)=p(u)+wmax−wu, which is equivalent to p(v)−p(u)+wu6wmax
as desired.
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Fig. 4. Numbers assigned by the procedure Colour.
(P4). Let v2V2 be a vertex with p(v)<wmax. We know that wv<wmax since the
procedure Potential has not reported that no lower-bound solution exists. Therefore
c(v)=wmax− 1−wv, and it follows that for all vertices u adjacent to v, p(u)6p(v)+
c(v) = p(v) + wmax − 1 − wv, which is equivalent to p(u) − p(v) + wv6wmax − 1 as
desired.
If the procedure Potential reports that no lower-bound solution exists, p(v)<wmax
for some vertex v2B2. Let s= v0; v1; : : : ; vr+1 = v be the vertices of a cheapest path P
from r to v, where without loss of generality v is the rst vertex of B2 along P, so








As we saw earlier (4), this implies that no lower-bound colouring can exist.
4.3. Running time of the algorithm
We assume that the graph is represented by means of adjacency lists, one for each
vertex.
It is easily veried that the running time of the procedure Colour is bounded by
O(jV jwmax), and that the procedure Potential requires O(jV j+ c) time, where c is the
running time of the procedure Cheapest paths.
Running time of the procedure Cheapest paths: Consider the graph ~G which is
obtained by replacing each edge of G by two arcs in opposite directions and by dening
the length of each arc to be the cost of its initial vertex. If a created arc has just a
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pointer to the cost of its initial vertex, this transformation can be done in O(jEj) time.
Since a vertex of maximum weight in V1 has zero cost, the length of a shortest path in
~G with respect to the arc lengths is equal to the cost of a cheapest path with respect
to the internal vertex costs in the original graph.
The shortest paths in ~G can be found in O(jEj+jV jplogwmax) time [1], and therefore
c =O(jEj+ jV jplogwmax).
Thus the overall running time for the algorithm which nds a feasible assignment is
bounded by O(jEj+ jV jwmax), and span can be determined in O(jEj+ jV j
p
logwmax)
time since the procedure Colour is not needed if one is just interested in span and not
in an optimal assignment.
Remark 10. By using an algorithm to determine the shortest paths with respect to arc
lengths which runs in s time, span2;1(G;w) can be determined in O(jEj+ jV j+ s) time
for any bipartite graph G and any weight vector w.
5. The case: 2k1 < k0
Consider the lower bound on span in Inequality (1). The results in Section 4 for
the case 2k1 = k0 together with Lemma 1 imply that it is always possible to nd a
lower bound colouring if for every induced critical path P: v0; : : : ; vr+1,
Pr
i=1 wvi6(r−
1)wmax − r=2. In this section we derive a further sucient condition for the existence
of a colouring achieving the lower bound. If the condition holds, we can construct a
corresponding assignment in O(jEj+ jV jwmax) time.
Theorem 11. Let G=(V; E) be a weighted bipartite graph with weight-vector w; and
let k0; k1 and l be positive integers such that (2l + 1)k1=l6k0. The graph G has a
(wmax − 1)k0-bounded (k0; k1)-feasible assignment if all paths of odd length (number
of edges) connecting two vertices of maximum weight are of length at least 2l + 1.
Moreover; one can nd such an assignment in O(jEj+ jV jwmax) time.
Corollary 12. Let G = (V; E) be a weighted bipartite graph with weight vector w. If
3k16k0; then spank0 ; k1 (G;w)=(wmax−1)k0 or (wmax−1)k0+k1; and one can determine
the span in O(jEj) time. An optimal assignment can be found in O(jEj + jV jwmax)
time.
Proof. To determine whether two adjacent vertices of G have weight wmax is easily
done in O(jEj) time. If this is so, then clearly span=(wmax−1)k0 +k1. In this case the
assignment described at the beginning of Section 2 is optimal and can be constructed
in O(jV jwmax) time.
If no two adjacent vertices have maximum weight, Theorem 11 and Inequality (1)
imply that span = (wmax − 1)k0, and that one may nd the desired assignment in
O(jEj+ jV jwmax) time.
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Proof of Theorem 11. Suppose throughout the proof that all paths of odd length
(number of edges) connecting two vertices of maximum weight are of length at least
2l + 1, and that there exists at least one vertex of maximum weight in V1. We will
construct a (wmax − 1)k0-bounded assignment.
Assume rst that (2l+1)k1=l=k0. Let lv be the length of a shortest path connecting
a vertex v2V with a vertex of maximum weight in V1, and dene the (independent)
sets A0; A1; : : : ; A2l+1 as




Assign to each vertex v2Ai; i = 0; : : : ; 2l+ 1, the colours
si; k0 + si; : : : ; (wv − 1)k0 + si;
where si = (ik1)mod k0.
Observe that (2l+1)k1 mod k0 = 0; and that all vertices of maximum weight belong
either to A0 or A2l+1, which implies that vertices of maximum weight are labelled
with the colours 0; k0; : : : ; (wmax− 1)k0. All vertices with weight strictly less than wmax
are labelled with colours strictly less than (wmax − 1)k0. Therefore the colouring is
(wmax − 1)k0-bounded.
The co-site constraint is met since two distinct colours assigned to a vertex clearly
dier by at least k0. In order to see that the distance-one constraint is fullled consider
two colours c1 and c2 assigned to adjacent vertices v1 and v2, respectively. Since
the graph G is bipartite, lv1 6= lv2 , and since v1 and v2 are adjacent, jlv1 − lv2 j61.
Hence we may assume without loss of generality that v1 2Ai and v2 2Ai+1 for some
i2f0; 1; : : : ; 2lg. Therefore c2 mod k0=(c1+k1)mod k0 which yields jc2−c1j>k1 since
k0 − k1>k1.
The length of a shortest path connecting a vertex v with a vertex of maximum weight
in V1 can be found in O(jEj+ jV j) time by means of a breadth-rst-search starting with
the vertices of maximum weight in V1. If lv is determined, one knows to which set Ai
the vertex v belongs to, and one needs O(wv) time to colour the vertex. Since every
vertex has to be considered once, the running time is bounded by O(jEj+ jV jwmax).
If (2l+1)k1=l6k0, Lemma 1 (with a=(2l+1)k1, b=lk1) together with the colouring
above for the case (2l+1)k1=l=k0 tells us that we can nd a (k0; k1)-feasible colouring
in O(jEj+ jV jwmax) time.
6. Conclusion and open problems
In this paper we have introduced fast algorithms which nd optimal assignments for
a bipartite graph, provided the co-site separation k0 is a multiple of the distance-one
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separation k1, or k0>3k1. For applications in frequency spectrum management, dis-
tributed algorithms are sometimes desirable. The algorithms given for the cases k0 = k1
and k0>3k1 can easily be transformed to work in a distributed way since one only
needs local information about a vertex v and its neighbours to nd a colouring for v
which yields an optimal assignment. For the case k0 = 2k1 it remains open whether a
fast distributed algorithm exists.
If k0>2k1, sucient conditions for the existence of a colouring with (wmax − 1)k0
colours have been derived. If these conditions are met, we are able to construct an
assignment achieving this lower bound quickly. The problem of determining the span
or at least characterising the instances when the lower bound is achieved remains open,
if k1<k0< 2k1 or 2k1<k0< 3k1. Some partial results for the case 2k1<k0< 3k1
are given in [3].
If we allow dierent co-site constraints for the vertices, then the complexity of
determining the span is not known, even when we restrict the graph to be a single
edge. Welsh [8] refers to this problem as the ‘dumb-bell problem’.
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